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All other IEEE journal, magazine, and

▪ Develop better solutions faster by understanding the

transaction titles
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All other IEEE conference papers
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▪ Stay ahead of advancements and benchmark competitor research
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IBM Journal of Research and Development

▪ Increase productivity by reviewing previous research without having
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IET: 30+ journals and 25+ conference titles
▪ MIT Press: eight journal titles
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▪ Accelerate innovation with convenient access to proven research

▪ Journal of Systems Engineering
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See what your colleagues are reading with the
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Share downloaded documents with colleagues by storing them in a
company-wide online file cabinet. Once each unique document is in the
file cabinet, anyone in the company can access it without using another
download—making it easy to work together and fuel innovation.
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Oxford University Press: 26 journal titles
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More than four million documents in

IEEE Xplore includes top-ranked journals and technology research

full-text PDF format, with more than two

that is cited in patents three times more often than any other

million in a robust, dynamic HTML format

publisher. With more than four million full-text articles and papers,
IEEE Xplore is your gateway to more than 30% of the world’s current
literature in electrical engineering, electronics, and computer science.

Find relevant research faster with powerful
search tools
IEEE Xplore combines an easy-to-use interface with powerful search
features that make finding relevant research faster and more efficient.
Search: Basic, Advanced, and Author search options, and a “Refine/Expand
Results” module let you modify and find results easier than ever before.
Personalize: You can also personalize IEEE Xplore to create targeted saved
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MyXplore smartphone app, and the ability to download multiple pdfs
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Leverage the integration of Code Ocean into IEEE Xplore, allowing you
to share, edit, and run code associated with research published

▪	Multiple authentication options for on-site,
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Daily content updates
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